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INSIDE EDITION

LUXE TAPPED TALENTED LOCAL DESIGNERS FOR THEIR BEST
SOURCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO SHINE A LIGHT ON SOME
OF SAN FRANCISCO’S FINEST OFFERINGS IN ART AND DESIGN.

“Sue Fisher King is
a treasure—both her
namesake store and
Sue herself. She’s been
a shopkeeper since 1978.
Her store is my staple
for stylish and chic finishing
touches for a home: dishes,
linens, flatware, glasses,
bedding and bath
accessories. Plus, it’s
the best source for any
hostess or holiday gifts.”

“We really enjoy working with
Daniel Killar at Nido Living. He
has a unique and refined eye
and access to many of the
Italian designers that we’ve
come to love. The elements
and art he showcases in his
ample space always leave me
inspired. We work with a lot of
gorgeous showrooms here in
the city, but Nido provides
excellent customer service in
addition to inspired beauty.”

“Lost Art Salon is my go-to
for large- and small-scale
works, in addition to wellcurated objets d’art. The
staff always points you
in the right direction;
plus, they loan out art on
approval, which allows my
clients to see pieces in their
spaces before committing.
It’s great for finding that last
perfect element that just
ties the project together.”

–SUZANNE TUCKER

–PAIGE LOCZI

–REGAN BAKER

SINGLE THREAD

The long-awaited farm-driven restaurant and inn in
downtown Healdsburg, Single Thread, is finally taking
reservations for its five thoughtfully appointed on-site
guest rooms for diners looking to extend their 11-course
tasting menu into an overnight stay—a must for those
looking to fully experience Kyle and Katina Connaughton’s
legendary hospitality. “Single Thread is meant to be
an extension of Kyle and Katina’s home,” says general
manager David Sisler. “And while we’re obviously here
to serve our guests, the hope is that we feel more
like friends.” Firmly rooted in Japanese principles and
traditions surrounding food and service, Single Thread
leaves no detail to chance. Designed by San Francisco
firm Avroko, rooms feature custom furniture, heated
floors, Japanese toilets, Matouk linens, Ratio pour-over
coffeemakers and Teforia’s state-of-the-art tea brewing
system. A delicate balance of old and new, rooms are
decorated with vases made by eighth-generation master
potters from Japan (who also crafted the restaurant’s
donabe clay pots and dishware) and Jiangme Wu’s onion
flower-shaped paper lanterns, and provide individual
iPad-controlled WiFi that powers in-room devices. When
guests wake up each morning, they will be treated to
a choice of Japanese breakfast or eggs and vegetables
fresh from the nearby farm. singlethreadfarms.com
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SAVE THE DATE

THE SUMMER OF LOVE EXPERIENCE:
ART, FASHION AND ROCK & ROLL
The psychedelic 1960s make a comeback this April at the de Young museum for a 50th
anniversary celebration of the colorful counterculture that blossomed in the years surrounding
the Summer of Love. The exhibit—taking place from April 8 to August 20—highlights the era’s
art, fashion and music with more than 300 cultural artifacts. “With the de Young’s proximity
to the Haight-Ashbury district, our exhibit will be the cornerstone of a citywide celebration,”
says Max Hollein, director and CEO of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. Featuring the
music of the Grateful Dead and Brigitta Bjerke textiles, the show will be a poignant survey of the
moments that played a key role in the major social movements of that time. deyoung.famsf.org
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